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EDUVITA - INTERGENERATIONAL SPACE

FOR LIFELONG LEARNING

Social
competences

Intercultural
competences 

Digital
competences

Linguistic
competences



Goals of intergenerational learning 

The difference between multigenerational and intergenerational learning 

Role of emotional intelligence in IGL

Elderly people as teachers, young people as teachers

Example of language class with IGL approach 

Focus on both generations inclusion in teaching/learning process

INTERGENERATIONAL LEARNING APPROACH (learn it!)

INTERGENERATIONAL LEARNING APPROACH (practice it!)



As a tool for team-building and group dynamics

*Literature for further reading

Designing a short IGL activity in small groups

Reflection

ART-THERAPY (practice it!)

INTERGENERATIONAL LEARNING APPROACH (design it!)



Intergenerational learning
is ...

(Interpretation through Dixit card)



IGL is a learning partnership based on
reciprocity and mutuality, involving people

of different ages where the generations
work together to gain skills, values, and

knowledge
(The European Map of Intergenerational

Learning: a collaborative learning network
on the role and status of intergenerational

learning) 



Planning impact on both generations
(learning, building relationships, or
changing attitude)
Considering the needs of all the
generations included to the activity 

 



Intergenerational learning

“inter” 
- focuses on the
dimension of the

exchange,
relationships,
reciprocity; 

“generational”
 - an aspect

which considers
the different

fields of
experience and

mentality formed
in time between
representatives

of different ages;

“learning” 
- the result of the

exchange of
experiences.
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 Mentimeter about challenges:

https://www.menti.com/g2pmfwhn6x

Challenges of the elderly people

https://www.menti.com/g2pmfwhn6x




 fears, concerns and similarities of each
generation;
what are the differing needs and support;
find a mutually agreeable time and suitable venue
to meet;
explore access to venue’s or online platforms;
identify mixed abilities between the groups;
address and challenge pre-conceived assumptions
about each other in a friendly manner;
recognise different styles in communications
between the different age groups.

 



https://www.menti.com/g2pmfwhn6x

What are the most important
competences of the facilitator of IGL
activity?

https://www.menti.com/g2pmfwhn6x




How will you recruit younger and older participants, from which
generation? 
What is our aim and outcomes? 
What age groups are you programming for, what gender, what
are their hobbies and past occupations (if appropriate).
Where will the programme/activities take place? Are there any
costs/transport requirements? 
What barriers might the programme face?
How will you evaluate the true impact of the intergenerational
learning and relationships built? 
How will you celebrate success and the new relationships and
how do you sustain the relationships?

BEFORE THE MEETING

(EPALE, 2020)

 



All the activities: articles and video-interviews

VITA DIARIES
Place: Lifelong Learning Centre “EduVita”, Lecce, Italy

Goal: valorise menories of the seniors through
intergenerational and intercultural dialogue

Ispired by Human Library method

Participants: 
Young people 20-30 (european volunteers), adults 55+

EduVita, Lecce, Italy, May-June 2021

https://www.eduvita.it/attivita/vita-diaries/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BscMEFGa604


Face-to-face and online meetings
for interviewing elderly people

about their life in English

Al the interviews were organised with the the
participants of the English classes for seniors at
EduVita. Three diaries for now:

"I was born during the second World War"
"German lady in Lecce: intercultural experience"
"Booklover: My advices to young generations"

https://www.eduvita.it/attivita/vita-diaries/


INTERGENERATIONAL BOOK

EXCHANGE

Place: Lifelong Learning Centre “EduVita”,
Lecce, Italy

People of different ages were invited to
participate in order to talk about the favorite
books of the different generations, have
discussions, play literature games and
socialise together. EduVita, Lecce, Italy, 2019



Materials:

- Books for swapping: some of them can be
proposed by the organisers, others brought by
participants

Setting: 
- comfortable and cosy space with a table, chairs,
shelfs for the books and the possibility to have a
coffee or tea.



www.eduvita.it

+39 3756456493

info@eduvita.it

via Principi di Savoia 16, Lecce, Italy

@eduvita.it

@eduvita.it
EduVita




